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Completely regular semigroups are those semigroups which are unions of 
groups. They may also be described as semigroups with a unary operation of 
inverse which satisfy the identities 
xx -*x=x, X-Y-’ =x-lx, (x-‘>-’ =x, 
In part I of this series of two papers we showed how the free completely 
regular semigroup on a set X can be represented in terms of [ 7, Theorem 3 1. 
In part II we give a solution of the word problem for the free completely 
regular semigroup on a set X. 
Partial results and special cases have appeared in the literature. Green and 
Rees [6] solved the word problem for (completely regularj semigroups 
satisfying x=x2 and we did the same in [4] for (completely regular) 
semigroups satisfying x = x 3. Clifford [2] gives a description of the free 
completely regular semigroup on two generators. 
Many of the ideas used in this paper appear in [4], where the word 
problem for free semigroups satisfying x=x3 is solved. However, the 
situation is very much simpler in that case. In particular ifs = x” holds, then 
x=x-’ and so inverse can essentially be ignored. Many of the difficulties in 
adapting the methods of [4] to the general situation involve accommodating 
inverse. In addition, the results in [4] could be obtained with minimal 
knowledge of the structure of the semigroups involved (essentially because 
the invariants defined there turned out to be a “complete” set of invariants). 
In the present situation much more information on structure is needed. This 
information is given in the first paper in this series [5]. 
The present paper relies on [5] for background and notation. Section I 
gives some preliminary definitions. Some invariants are described in 
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Section II. These are used later in the paper to prove that certain words are 
distinct. In Section III, a notion of minimality is introduced and every word 
is shown to be a product of minimal ones. Section IV shows that the methods 
of Section III can be used to express each word uniquely (in a certain limited 
sense) as a product of minimal words. In Section V we give a model for the 
free completely regular semigroup on X which shows that in each Rees 
matrix component, the group is free with the minimal words as a free set of 
generators. This also shows that the methods of Section III can be inter- 
preted as an algorithm for deciding when two words are equal, and therefore 
gives a solution for the word problem. In Section VI we briefly mention how 
the present paper can be adapted to the situation where ,Y = xk holds for 
some k > 2. 
I. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Much of the notation we need is given in [5]. In particular, a description 
of the free unary semigroup on X, U(X) is given in that paper. Elements of 
U(X) are wovds. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If EV is a word, the length of w (L(W)) is defined by 
induction as follows: 
(i) L(x) = 0 for all x’E X, 
(ii) L(m) = L(p) + L(q) + 1, 
(iii) L((v)-‘) =L(a) + 1. 
Thus for any word MI, L(w) is just the number of operations in MI. 
For a word U, the word I(U) is described in [5]. It is obtained from u by 
taking the shortest left segment of u which contains all variables of u and 
deleting any “0’ which are not matched with a corresponding “))‘.” The 
word I(U) can be written as px for some x E X. Denote p by u(0) and x by 
C(0). (It is possible that p could be the empty word in which case we write 
u(0) = 0.) 
LEMMA 1.2 ([2, Proposition 5.31). Let u, v be words and assume u Z 17. 
Then u(O) z v(O) and U(0) = t’(0). 
LEMMA 1.3 ([2, Lemma 5.1 I). For any word u, u z u(O) U(0) tfor sume 
word t. 
In [5] we also defined M(u) to be the shortest right segment of II 
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containing all variables of u and with deletion of “)-I” as necessary. Many 
concepts like this are right-left duals, and in addition many results can be 
obtained by duality. We use duality freely and often without explicit 
mention. 
In [5, Lemma 3.41 we described the Rees matrix semigroups which are the 
5’ classes of the free completely regular semigroup on X. Recall that for 
0 #A c X, finite, the D class associated with A (D,) is the Rees matrix 
semigroup YJI(1, F,, , Mq ; PA). The group is F., = {ewe / c(w) c A ), where e 
is a fixed idempotent with c(e) = A. It is important to recall that the elements 
ewe E F,d are actually congruence classes in V(X)/=. 
If u is a word let zi be the word obtained from u by deleting all brackets. 
II. INVARIANTS 
As in [4] we require certain invariants to establish when words are 
distinct. The definitions and results are similar to those in ]4] except that we 
have to accommodate inverse which played no role in that paper. 
The solution of the word problem is inductive. We assume that the 
solution is available for words in less than n variables for a given n. In one 
variable the solution of the word problem is essentially the same as the 
solution for the free group on one variable. Every word in the variable x can 
be written as xii for some integer k, and xp = P if and only if p = cl. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let u and w be words. Then u is a subwor-d of V: if 
(i) $3 = pu^q for some words p and 4, and 
(ii) if the brackets of w are replaced in li, except for those outside U, 
and if any resulting unmatched brackets are erased, the result is II. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A word u is an invariant if L: z M* implies that the 
number of occurrences of u as a subword of v is congruent modulo 2 to the 
number of occurrences of u as a subword of 1~. 
In the context of Definition 2.2, two words u and U’ are not to be 
considered distinct if it can be proved that u z 14’ using the solution of the 
word problem in less than y1 variables. This means that in the proof of 21 z u' 
as described in Lemma 2.3, the replacements which are used are of words fn 
less than f? variables. Whether a word is invariant or not is therefore 
dependent on H. The following well-known result (see [3, p. 1561) states rhat 
I! z ~1: if and only if there is a proof. 
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LEMMA 2.3, Let u, u be words. Then u 2 v if and or.+ if there e-x&t 
words u = wO, w, ,..., w = v such that for each 0 < i < n, one of ‘vi or wi +, is 
obtained from the other by making one of the following replacements: 
(i) an occurrence of q by qq- ‘q, 
(ii) an occurrence of qq-’ bll q-‘q, 
(iii) an occurrence of q by ((4)-l)-‘. 
It should also be noted that clause (iii) need not be used if we simply 
assume that all words are written so that whenever ((q)- ‘)- ’ occurs it is 
replaced by q. An obvious example of an invariant for all n is any variable. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let jc(u)l < n, x @ c(u), B = xux, and assume that if 
Ic(ux)[ = n, then w is not (xu)-‘x, x(ux)-‘, or (xux)-‘. Then w is inuariant. 
ProoJ By Lemma 2.3 and the subsequent remark, it is enough to show 
(1) that the number of occurrences of w in pqr is congruent modulo 2 to the 
number of occurrences of IV in pqq- ‘4’; and (2) that the number of 
occurrences of w in pqq-‘r is congruent modulo 2 to the number of 
occurrences of w in pq- ‘qr. 
In each case if /c(q)] < n this is straightforward. Since jc(w)j = n, an 
occurrence of w in pqr, say, is matched with an occurrence in pqq- ‘qr unless 
q is a subword of W. In this case w can be matched with a word W’ which 
occurs in pqq-‘qr so that qq-‘q is a subword of W’ and w Y W’ using the 
solution of the word problem in less than n variables. 
In case (l), the only situation in which an occurrence of IV in pqr is not 
simply matched with itself or with three copies of itself in the obvious way is 
when @$i =p, p?qr’ r? and $ =p2qr,, with pz # 0 # r, . But then q is a 
subword of u and therefore /c(q)\ < n. If there is an occurrence of w in 
pqq-‘qr which is not matched with one in pqr in the way described above 
either W= (q)-’ which has been excluded if ICY = n or 4 = q, q3 and 
xux = q2q, or possibly q2ql q2 in case ql = X. In either case there is a pair of 
such occurrences of w in pqq- ‘qr. 
An occurrence of w in pqq - ‘r is matched with an occurrence of w in 
pq- ‘qr except in the case where q = SU. If / C(XU)) = n, this case has been 
excluded. 
THEOREM 2.5. The word a, a2 . +. a,,, where a, ,..., a , are n distinct 
variables, is invariant. 
ProoJ The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
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III. MINIMALITY 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let c(,Y) E c(e). Then en:e is minimal if and only if 
(i) 1~ = p(q)- ‘Y implies that c(q) f c(e) and 
(ii) ewe = 7r((ewie)‘i ( i E I), .ei E { 1, -I}, implies that Liewe) < 
L(ewie) for some i E I. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let c(eue) = c(eve) = c(e). Then (eueeve)- i = 
(eve)-‘(ew-‘. 
ProoJ Let c(e) = A, let the Rees matrix semigroup D, be normalized at 
@, i) and let 
e= (i, Lp), eue = (i, a, p), eve = (i, b, y). 
the last two by [ 5, Lemma 2.11. Then it is an easy calculation to show that 
(eueeve)-’ = (i, b-‘a-‘, p) = (eve)-‘(eue>p’. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let c(w) = c(wv) = c(e) and a.s@me that w zpqi 
with c(p) = c(r) = c(e). Then eu(w-’ ve z eupe(erpe)-’ ere(ewe)- ’ 
epe(erpe) -! erve. 
Proof. Let c(e) = A, let the Rees matrix semigroup D,.i be normalized at 
(,u. i) and let 
e = (6 1: flu), eu = (i. d, A), 
P = (j, b, v), ve = (I, a, P), 
r = (k, c, e), 1%’ = (j,f; ‘9) 
(the rightmost three by [5, Lemma 2.11). Then, of course, (5~) -’ = 
(j,pG’f-‘p&l, 0) and it is a straightforward computation to check that each 
expression equals (i, dp,jp,j’f-‘p~i’pela, p). 
THEOREM 3.4. Every elemerzt of F, can be represented as a product of 
rniuimal words. 
ProoJ If c(w) = c(e), then w zpqr with c(p) = c(r) = c(e) since by [S, 
Lemma 3.21 we can take p=l(w) and r =M(n!). It follows that every 
element of F, can be written as a product of words where no inverse involves 
words t with c(t) = c(e). The result is now trivial. 
We next prove a number of results 3.5-3.12 which enables us to write 
certain words as products of shorter words. Shorter here means after 
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possibly rewriting the word using the solution of the word problem in less 
than n variables. In each case the hypotheses are stated so that not only are 
certain words expressed as products but the factors are actually shorter. 
Thus each result can be interpreted as showing that certain words are not 
minimal. Several of the results remain true if some hypotheses are removed, 
but then the resulting product may not be a product of shorter words. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let e = (VU)” and c(v) # c(e). Then e(v)-’ ue 
z ev - ‘eevue. 
ProoJ Write ev ~ ‘ue z ev-‘vue. Clearly, evu = vu and, therefore, 
evem2vue z eK2 eevzle proving the result. By the general remarks the theorem 
is supposed to represent e(v)-’ ue as a product of shorter words. That ev’e 
is shorter than e(v)-’ ue can be seen by noting that ezTm2ez ev-‘u(vu))’ 
which uses the solution of the word problem in less than n variables since 
IC(Ll)l < n. 
EXAMPLE. (abc)‘(ab)-’ c(abc)’ is not minimal but as we shall see, 
(abc)’ a(b)-’ c(abc)’ is minimal. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let c(w) = c(uwv) = c(e) and let u # 0 # v. Then 
euwve z euwe(ewe) -~ ’ewve. 
ProoJ Let D, be normalized at &, i) and let 
e = (i, 1, P), uw = (k, c, v), 
w = (j, b, I?), WV = (j, 4 A>, 
the rightmost two by [5, L.emma 2.11. Then UWL z UW(W)-’ WV = 
(k, cp,p,;‘b-‘p,‘p,d, A) and, therefore, euwve = (i, cb-‘d, ,u). This is also 
easily seen to be the right-hand side of the result. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let f= uwv, and let uwv sati@ the conditions of 
Theorem 3.6. Then efe is not minimal. 
ProoJ: From the definition of minimality and Theorem 3.3 we need only 
consider the cases when f = (p)-‘q for somep with c(p) # c(e) orf=p(q)-’ 
for some q with c(q) # c(e) or f = (p)-’ q(r)-’ with c(p) # c(e) # c(r). We 
consider only the first case; the others are similar. 
Write f % (p)-” pq and assume pq = xl~y with x, y E X. (If pq # xwy, that 
is, if p = (pl)--’ p2, say, then we will be able to complete the proof by 
repeating the following procedure as many times as necessary.) Then 
efe z ep - 2xwye 
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and we can apply Theorem 3.6 with u = p-‘x and v = y, Therefore, efe z 
ep-2xwe(ewe)-’ ewye. However, p-‘xw xp-‘t, where ty = q. Therefore, 
efe z ep -‘&fer~e)~ r ewye and we have written efe as a product of shorter 
words. 
EXAMPLE. Let e = (abc)“. Then 
e(ba)-’ cbce z e(ba)-’ cbe(eacbe)-’ eacbce. 
COROLLARY 3.X. Let e= (tu)“, c(uwv) = c(uw) = c(e) and u f 0 f v. 
Then 
euwce z euwe(ewe)-’ ewe. 
Proof. Write euwve =: eu(u’w) ve. By Theorem 3.6, 
eu(u%) ve 22 eu(u”w) e(euOwe)-’ eu’wve z euwe(ewe) ~~ ’ewe, 
since eU” zz e. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let e = (tu)“, let uwv satisjjf the hypotheses oJ 
Corollary 3.8, and let u = u, u2 and c(u2 w) # c(e). Then 
eu,(u2w-’ ve z eu,(u2w)-’ 1z’2e(ew(u21~~)-ze)I w,(uzw,)-’ ve. 
Proof. Write eu,(u2w~-’ ve as eu,u2 w(~~w)-~ ce and apply 
Corollary 3.7 with w replaced by w(~? w)-‘. Again each word of the product 
is shorter than the word on the left-hand side using the solution of the word 
problem in Iess than II variables. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let e = (tu)“, let f 2 Z(f)s (b-v 15, Lemma 3.21) and 
let Z(f)s = uwu, where uw satisfies the condition of Corollary 3.8. Then gfe 
is not minimal. 
ProoJ By definition fminimal&y we may assume that if (p) ’ occurs 
in f, then c(p) # c(e). Therefore, we may apply Corollary 3.9 (perhaps 
several times) to give the result. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let e = (vtu)‘, c(wv) = c(e) and u # 0 # L’. Then 
euwue x euwe(ewe)- ’ ewe. 
ProoJ Write euwve z eu(u’wv’) ve. By Theorem 3.6, 
eu(u’wv’) ve zz euu”wvoe(euowuoe)p’ eu”wvove 25 euwe(ewe)-’ ewve 
since vGe = e and euO = e. 
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COROLLARY 3.12. Let e = (vtu)‘, let f =KfJ sM(f) (by [5, 
Lemma 3.2]), and let I(f) sM(f) = uwv, where WV satisfies the condition of 
Corollary 3.11. Then efe is not minimal. 
ProoJ: Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.10. 
We now seek to characterize those words which are minimal. At this 
point, in order to simplify the results we assume that e = (a, ..- a,,)‘. For 
convenience write _a = a, -. -a,. 
THEOREM 3.13 (cf. [4, 3.31). Let c(w) E c(e) # c(w). Then ewe is 
minimal. 
Proof. Of course e is minimal (the case where w = 0). Assume cv # 0 
and let a, 6Z c(w). By Theorem 2.4 a, -.. a,,wa, -.. a, is an invariant. If 
ewe z JJ (ewke)Q, ck E { 1, -1 ) 
the invariant must occur in the product. Since ai & c(a,+, ... a,,wa, .. . ai- ,) 
and wf 0, it follows that ai ..- a,wa, --- ai occurs as a subword of 
ai -e- an wkac --s ai for some k and, therefore, L(awa) < L(aw,a). 
LEMMA 3.14. The word ege is minimal. 
ProoJ Assume e_ae% n(eMVke)‘k. Now _a is an invariant (by 
Theorem 2.5) which occurs live times in e_ae. It follows that ,a occurs an odd 
number of times in the product and, therefore, as a subword of )v~ for some 
k. It follows that L(e_ae) < L(ew,e) for that k. 
We have decided minimality for many words. In order to focus on the 
remainder we now consider words w satisfying 
PROPERTY 3.15. (i) ~#_a. 
(ii) If e = (VU)’ and v # 0 # u, then (v) -‘u # w # V(U)-‘. 
(iii) c(w) = c(e). 
(iv) If w = u(w,)-lv, then c(w,) #c(e). 
(v) If c(um) = c(umv) = c(e), u # 0 # ~1, then 1~ # (u)-‘mv. 
(vi) If c(umv) = c(mv) = c(e), u # 0 f v, then IV f 24113(~)~~. 
(vii) If c(umv) = c(e) 14 # 0 # U, then IV # (u)-‘m(v)-‘. 
If a word does not satisfy (i) it is minimal by Lemma 3.14. 
If a word does not satisfy (ii) it is not minimal by Theorem 3.5 and its dual. 
If a word does not satisfy (iii) it is minimal by Theorem 3.13. 
If a word does not satisfy (iv) it is not minimal by Theorem 3.2. 
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If a word does not satisfy (v) it is not minimal. Replace w of Theorem 3.6 by 
urn and u by (u)-~. 
Statement (vi) is dual to statement (v). 
If a word does not satisfy (vii) it is not minimal. Replace MI of Theorem 3.6 
by umv: u by (u)-‘, and v by (u)-I. 
LEMMA 3.16 (cf. (4, 3.81). Let e =_a’, let w satisf? 3. I5 and let I(w) = 
a, -.- a, h. Then ewe is minimal if and only if the last variable occurring in w 
does not occur again in w, and M(w) # ga, . -. aj for all j > 1 and aq g. 
Proof. Let the last variable in w be aj and assume ekve z 11 ekvke. Since 
aj does not occur again in W, aj ... a,w is invariant by Theorem 2.4. 
Therefore, this invariant occurs in the product. Since a,i does not occur again 
in w and M(w) # ga, . -. aj it follows that w is a submord of wx for some k 
and, therefore, L(ewe) < L(ew,e) for that k, proving minimality. 
Conversely, if ewe is minimal, then the last variable occurring in w does 
not occur again in w by Corollary 3.10 and M(w) fga, ... a,i by 
Corollary 3.12. 
THEOREM 3.17 (cf. [4, 3.91). Let e = a0 and ler w sat&@ Property 3.15. 
Theler? ewe is minimal if and only if 
(i) St = xgy implies c(g) # c(e) (x, y E X) and 
(ii) f(w) = ai . . . a,Eh implies the last variable occurring in w does t1ot 
occur again in w and M(w) f ga, ... ai for all j > 1, aild 
(ii*) dual of (ii). 
Proof. Conditions (i), (ii), and (ii*) are necessary by Corollary 3.7 and 
Lemma 3.16. If one or both of (ii) or (ii”) are applicable, they are sufficient 
by Lemma 3.16 or its dual. Assume, therefore, that (i) applies but (ii) and 
(ii*) do not. Let 1; = xgy and assume a, & c(g). Then x = a, or y = ai or 
both. If x = y = ai, w is invariant (by Theorem 2.4). Since (ii) and (ii*) are 
not applicable, I(W) # ai ..- a,h and M(w) # ga, -.. aj. If etve z n eWker 
then w occurs as a subword of the product since it is invariant. It occurs in 
fact as a subword of lvk for some k because of the above properties. Conse- 
quently, elve is minimal. 
If x=ai and y#ai, then wa, ... a, is invariant. By the same analysis as 
above, if eH’e z n ekvke, then wa, . . . a, is a subword of the product, and 
since I(w) # a, -a- a, h, 1%’ is a subword of lvk for some k. It follows that elve 
is minimal in this case as well. The remaining case is dual. 
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IV. UNIQUENESS 
In Section III we established that every word erqe can be expressed as a 
product of minimal words (and their inverses). In this section we show that 
the representation obtained is in a certain limited sense unique. We cannot at 
this stage show that F.4 is free (that is, that the representation is unique) 
since it is conceivable that methods other than those. used in Section III 
could yield different representations. The procedure used to obtain a 
representation of ewe as a product of minimal words is the following: 
(1) Use Theorem 3.3 (as often as necessary) to remove all occurrences 
of (p)-‘, where C(J) = c(e). 
(2) Use Theorem 3.5 if it applies; it may apply more than once, and in 
addition, it has a dual result which may apply. In any case Theorem 3.5 and 
its dual are applied as often as possible. 
(3) Use Theorem 3.6 and its corollaries, and 3.15(v), (vi), (vii). 
The uniqueness is a consequence of Theorems 4.1-4.3. 
THEOREM 4.1. If t is a word such that ete can be written as a product of 
shorter words using Theorem 3.3 in two waJ)s, then the two resulting 
representations of ete as a product of minimal words are the same. 
ProoJ In order for Theorem 3.3 to apply in two ways we must have 
t = u(wi)-’ S(MJ&‘Y with c(wi) = c(e), i= 1, 2. Assume wi =piqiri, i = 1, 2. 
Then 
etez eup,e(er,p,e)-‘er,e(ew,e)-‘ep,e(er,p,e)-’ er,s(w2)-’ ve 
by applying Theorem 3.3 to M’, and 
ete =: eu(wl)-’ sp2e(erzp,e)-’ er,e(ew,e)-’ ep,e(er,p2e)-’ erlve 
by applying Theorem 3.3 to w2. By induction (on the number of occurrences 
of subwords (~7)~’ with c(w) = c(e)) we can assume that er,s(w,)-’ ve and 
eu(w,)-’ spze have unique representations as products of minimal words. 
Expanding them by using Theorem 3.3 and replacing them by their 
expansions in the first and second expansion of ete respectively results in the 
same expansion for ete, and, therefore, ete is represented uniquely as a 
product of minimals. 
THEOREM 4.2. If t is a word such that ete can be written as a product of 
shorter words using Theorem 3.5 in two ways, then the two resuking 
e,upansions for ete as a product of minimal words are the same. 
ProoJ: Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
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THEOREM 4.3. If t is a word such that ete can be written as a product of 
shorter words using Theorem 3.6 (or its corollariesj in two WQJ’S, then the 
two resulting expansions for ete as a product of minimal words are the same, 
Proof. We give the proof for a typical situation. Let I = UICL’ = II, bv, L:~. 
and let u = U, r, ~1, s= YIZ’ and v, = SU. By induction (on the lengths of the 
words) we can assume that euwe and ew, L’, e have unique representations a
products of minimal words. Now 
euwe = eu, wl se 2 eu, w! ejetv, e) ’ ew, se 
(either by Theorem 3.6 or trivially if s = a) and ew, v,e = erit’l:e ,z 
erwe(ervej ~’ ebt*ue (either by Theorem 3.6 or trivially if r = 0). Therefore. 
euwve z euwe(ewe)-’ ewe z eu, w, e(ew, ej-’ et:‘, se(ewe)-’ ewve 
zeu,w,e(ew,e)-‘ew,v,ez eu, w,c,e. 
This shows that the expansions for ez~v~e and elr, MI! ~‘,e using Theorem 3.6 
are the same. 
V. THE FREE COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUP ON X 
In this section we prove that F;l is free with the minimal words e+ve as a 
free set of generators. The method is to construct a completely regular 
semigroup .!? with the required property and to prove that 55 is isomorphic 
to ,?- =. F(X), the free completely regular semigroup on X. Let ‘JJ1, be given 
as in [5]. In particular we use the isomorphism given in [5, Lemma 3.4) 
without further mention. 
The semigroup .?? is constructed using [7. Theorem 3j (IS, Theorem 1.i I)- 
For the underlying semilattice Y take the free semilattice on X (thought of as 
the system of all finite, non-empty subsets of X with operation of union): For 
each 4 +A c X finit.e define a completely simple semigroup ajz, =
W(I,4 ) G, , M, ) PA) as follows: Let 
and 
M., = {vel, 1M(V) = U. C(llj = A). 
Since 1(u) = u, it follows that u = U,X for some ,Y E X. We think of u1 as an 
element of m,, _ (I1 via the isomorphism of [S, Lemma 3.41. 
Let G, be the free group on {e, me-, j e,4 meA is minimal 1. Let P, = (p,,,,.,), 
eu E IA, ie E MA be given by p eu,L’e = euve, where euve is represented 
uniquely as a product of minimal elements as described in Section IV, and is 
the corresponding eiement of G., . 
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To complete the description of F = u { a2, ) 4 # A c X finite } we need to 
define the mappings of 15, Theorem 1.11. These are formally the same as in 
[5], that is, 
&,d%> = @u) eR 5 
e, vtj?~,, = e,M(va), 
e,zG3:f,, = egvaeg(esM(va) e,)-I: 
where the value of cZ.‘:,~ is interpreted as an element of G, by writing each 
factor as a product of minimal elements as described in Section IV. The 
proof that these mappings satisfy the conditions of [5, Theorem I.11 is given 
in Lemmas 5.1-5.6. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let I$=F;~~, I+Y=@~;,~, w=&;.~. Then A= 
PL~Ci)cUO)P(uoji is independent of p for all i E I and p E M. 
ProoJ Let ,D = eu and i = ue. Then A = (evI(au)e)- ’evae(eM(va)e)- ’ 
eM(va) ue. Now evaue = etM(va) ue, where va = tM(va) = evae(eM(va)e)-’ 
eM(va) ue, by Theorem 3.6. Therefore /1 = (evI(au)e)- Ievaue. Also 
evaue = evI(au) se where au = I(au)s = evI(au) e(eI(au)e) -’ eaue, by 
Theorem 3.6. Therefore, A = (eI(au)e)-’ eaue, and is independent of P. 
LEMMA 5.2. [5, Theorem 1.1(i)] holds. 
Proof (cf. [5, Lemma 3.61). The only nontrivial part of the proof is to 
show that Gi,, = rig. Now 
(ev) 15:,,~ = evae(eM(a)e)-’ 
and 
(ev) rig = evI(a) e(eZ(a)e)-’ eae(eM(a)e)-‘. 
But evae = evI(a) te, where a = I(a)t = cd(a) e(eI(a)e)- ‘(eae), by 
Theorem 3.6. Therefore, cS~,~ = tic. 
LEMMA 5.3. [S, Theorem I.l(ii)J holds. 
ProoJ If we compare this result with (5, Lemma 3.71 we only have to 
check that 
t = (evZ(abje)~~‘(evae)(eM(va)e)-‘(eM(va) be (eM(ab)e) 
is independent of v. This follows from Lemma 5.1 and gives 
t = (eI(ab)e)- ’eabe(eM(ab)e)- ‘. 
LEMMA 5.4. [5, Theorem 1.1 (iii)] hofds. 
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Proof. Comparing with the proof of (5, Lemma 3.81 we see that what we 
have to show is that 
ecae(eM(ua)e)-’ eM(ua) be(eM(uab)e)-’ = euabe(eM(uab)ej-‘. 
But eaabe = etM(ua) be, where z’u = M(W) = evae(eM(.ua)e)-’ eM(va) be 
which establishes the result. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let f: .3- + .3! be deBned by 
f(ue> ewe, eu) = (ue, ewe, eu), 
where ewe E F,4 is interpreted in G, as described in Section IV. Then f is the 
unique homomorphism which extends the identity on X. 
Proof. It is enough to show that f is a homomorphism. Since f looks like 
the identity, what is actually involved is noting that t as described in 
Lemma 5.3 is a uniquely determined element of G,,,, (the content of 
Section IV). Thus whether t is formed in F,,, (as described in ]5, 
Lemma 3.71 and interpreted in G,,, or the factors of t are formed in G,,,# 
first and then interpreted in G, UB, the result is the same. 
LEMMA 5.6. For each 4 #A E X, jinite. let _g,: G,, + F.4 be the unique 
group homomorphism obtained by extending the identity on the ,free 
generators of G., . Let g: Y -x(X) be dejined b> 
di, g, PI = (4 _g,W, fiu), _ 
where (i, g, ,u) E YJl(I,, G,, M., ; P,4 j. Then g is a homomorphism. 
Proof. For each g E G, we can write g,<(g) = g. This does not mean that 
_gA is the identity on G, but rather if g is written in terms of the generators of 
G,4, its image under g, is the same product of generators in F, . This obser- 
vation is enough to show that g is a homomorphism since we can write 
g(i, g? ~1) = (i, g, ,u) with this interpretation, and multiplication in X and .? 
behaves the same. 
THEOREM 5.7. The semigroups F and .% are isomorphic. In particular 
if the Pees matrix semigroup m(I,, , F.4, M, ; P,4) is the 22 class oj” .F 
associated with A C_ X, then F,4 is the free group with the minimal words 
e,, weA as a free set of generators. 
ProoJ It is clear that for f and g as given in Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6. f c g 
and g of are the identities on-Z and s”, respectively, and therefore, that 2 
and g age isomorphisms which are inverses of each other. 
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VI. THE WORD PROBLEM FOR SEMIGROUPS SATISFYINGX=X~ 
The solution of the word problem for free semigroups satisfying x=x’ 
(idempotent semigroups) was given by Green and Rees [6]. Their result 
follows from the present paper by replacing all groups by the trivial group. 
In [4] we solved the word problem for free semigroups satisfying x =x3. 
Again the results of [4] can be obtained here, this time by substituting free 
groups satisfying 1 =x2 for the free groups of the present paper. As 
mentioned in the introduction, the actual methods of [4] are somewhat 
different han those used here. 
In general, the methods of the present paper can be applied to semigroups 
satisfying x = xk (k> 2) provided the free groups of the present paper are 
substituted by free groups satisfying 1=x k-‘. In addition invariants hould 
be redefined. Since (q)-’ = qk-’ in this case, all words can be rewritten so 
that every (41-l is replaced by q k-L A subword then is just a semigroup . 
subword and a word u is an invariant if u z w implies that the number of 
occurrences of u as a subword of L’ is congruent modulo k - 1 to the number 
of occurrences of u as a subword of W. This, of course. only gives a solution 
to the word problem provided there is a solution to the word problem for the 
corresponding free groups satisfying 1= x-‘-l. Such solutions are known for 
k = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. (See [ I] and the references mentioned there. This book 
contains most of the current information available on the Burnside problem 
for groups and, in particular, gives information about the word problem for 
free groups satisfying 1= xk- I.) 
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